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SUMMARY 
The effects of external fuel tanks and externally mounted rocket 
packets on the drag characteristics of a model of a tailless fighter 
airplane are presented in this report. The investigation was conducted 
through a Mach number rsnge of 0.60 to 0.90 and 1.20 to 1.70 at a constant 
Reynolds number of 3.2 million. The measured lift, drag, pitching-moment, 
and rolling-moment coefficients and lift-drag ratios are presented in 
tabular form and the drag characteristics and lift-drag ratios are also 
presented in graphic form. In addition, pressure distribution data sxe 
tabulated which may be used to determine the influence of the external 
stores on the wing load distribution at supersonic speeds. 
Results of this investigation show that the addition of two external 
fuel tanks and four faired rocket packets to the model produced drag 
increments which increased from 30 percent to 50 percent of the drag of 
the basic model between Mach numbers of 0.60 and 0.90, respectively, 
while at supersonic Mach numbers this drag increment was approxfmately 
30 percent of the drag of the basic model. Tests of the model fitted 
with four rocket packets indicate that the Ltrag may be reduced at sub- 
sonic speeds by fairing the open rocket packets, but at supersonic speeds 
the faired packets produced more drag. A small decrease in drag was 
realized at supersonic speeds, for the model fitted with two fuel tanks 
and four rocket packets, by mounting the outboard packets and fuel tanks 
in a more forward chordwise position with respect to the wing. 
INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of the increases in drag to be expected from the addition 
of externally mounted fuel tsnks and armament under the wings and fuselage 
becomes increasingly important as the trend continues toward long-range, 
high-speed fighter airplanes carrying rocket-propelled srmament. An 
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investigation of the effects of this type of external installation on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a model having a low-aspect-ratio 
swept-back wing has been conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic 
wind tunnel. The model was fitted with various combinations of under- 
the-wing type rocket-packet and fuel-tank installations and tested at 
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers at a constant Reynolds number. Two 
chordwise locations of the fuel tanks and rocket packets were investigated 
and the rocket packets were tested with the ends of the packets faired 
smooth and with the rocket tubes open. The results of this investigation 
are presented herein. The results of an investigation of the stability 
and control characteristics of this same model conducted in the Ames 
6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel are presented in reference 1. 
NOTATION 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients are referred to 
the stability axes with the origin at the quarter-chord point of the 
mean aerodynamic chord projected to the fuselage center line. 
Rolling-moment coefficients.are referred to the fuselage longitudinal 
axis. 
b wing span, feet 
C 
z 
CD 
%I 
local wing chord measured parallel to plane of symmetry, feet 
wing mean aerodynamic chord 
drag coefficient 
increment of drag coefficient due to external-store installation 
or fuselage-modification based on total wing area 
(%nodel + store - %nodel) 
lift coefficient 
rolling-moment coefficient 
Cm pitching-moment coefficient (P itching 
qSE 
static pressure coefficient 
lift-drag ratio 
. 
* 
. 
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s L 
(1 5ax maximum lift-drag ratio 
M free-stream Mach number 'I 
P local static pressure, pounds per square foot 
PO free-stream static pressure, pounds per squsre foot 
Q free-stream dynamic pressure , pounds per squsre foot 
R Reynolds number, based on the mean aerodynamic chord 
S total projected wing area, including area formed by extending 
leading and trailing edges to plane of symmetry, square feet 
Y spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, feet 
:a angle of attack of fuselage longitudinal axis, degrees 
APPARATUS 
. 
Wind Tunnel and Equipment 
The present investigation was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel. This is a closed-return, variable-pressure wind 
tunnel in which the pressure and Mach number can be continuously varied. 
The stagnation pressure can be varied fram 2 to 17 pounds per square inch 
absolute and the Mach number can be varied from 0.60 to 0.90 and from 
1.15 to 2.00. A complete description of the wind tunnel is given in 
reference 2. 
The model was sting mounted with the pitch plane of the model hori- 
zontal in the wind tunnel to utilize the most uniform stream conditions. 
(See reference 2). A four-component electrical strain-gage balance, 
similsz in design to that used in reference 3, was enclosed within the 
fuselage of the model. The aerodynamic forces and moments were regfstered 
by recording-type galvanometers calibrated by applying known loads to 
the balance. 
Model 
. 
A model of a high-speed fighter airplane having a low-aspect-ratio, 
swept-back wing and a swept-back vertical tail but not horizontal tail 
was used in this investigation (fig. 1). A bubble-type canopy was faired 
into a dorsal fin which extended back to the vertical tail. Provisions 
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were made for fairing the vertical tail into the fuselage when the canopy 
and dorsal fin were removed. The wing had a leading-edge sweep angle of 
52.5O and a taper ratio of 0.332 based on the theoretical wing tip; The 
wing was composed of symmetrical sections in stresmwise planes having a 
thickness of 7.0 percent of the chord at the wing root tapering to 
4.5 percent of the chord at the theoretical wing tip. 
The model was fitted with inlets housed in wing-body juncture fair- 
ings with internal ducts allowing the air to flow through and exhaust at 
the rear of the fuselage. In this investigation the mass flow of air 
through the ducts was not adjustable; however, the ducts were constructed 
so that at supersonic SpeedB the exit was choked, limiting the inlet 
Mach number to 0.4. In order to accommodate the annular duct exit and 
the mounting sting, the boat-tailing on the model was somewhat less than 
would be expected on a full-scale airplane. 
Rocket packets and fuel tanks were provided, to be attached to the 
wings in the locations shown in figures 2 and 3. The outboard rocket 
packets and the fuel tanks were mounted on unswept and swept-forward 
pylons as show in figures 2 and 3. The purpose of the swept-forward 
pylons was to obtain a more forward location of these stores. The rocket 
packets were tested both with the fore and aft ends of the rocket packet 
faired smooth and with six holes open through the packet, to simulate 
conditions before and after firing the rockets. 
Provisions were made to measure pressure distribution data at five 
spanwise stations as shown in figure 4. The location of the orifices 
on the upper and lower surfaces of the port wing are given in table I. 
. 
TESTSAKDF!lWCEDURE 
As a basis for comparison, tests were made of the basic model with 
canopy and dorsal fin in place and with no external stores installed. 
Lift, drag, pitching-moment, and rolling-moment data were obtained at 
Mach numbers of 0.60, 0.80, 0.90, 1.20, 1.35, 1.50, and 1.70 at a constant 
Reynolds number of 3.2 million, through 811 angle of attack range of 
-20 to +8O. Similar data were then obtained at corresponding test con- 
ditions.for the following model configurations: 
1. Basic model fitted with inboard and outboard faired rocket 
packets mounted on unswept pylons 
2. Basic model fitted with inboard and outboard open-tube rocket 
packets mounted on unswept pylons 
3. Basic model fitted with two external fuel tanks mounted on 
unswept pylons 
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4. Basic model fitted with inboard and outboard faired rocket 
packets and two external fLIe1 tanks all mounted on unswept 
pylons 
c 
5. Basic model fitted with outboard faired rocket packets and two 
external fuel tanks mounted on swept pylons and inboard faired 
rocket packets mounted on unswept pylons 
6. Basic model with canopy and dorsal fin removed (no external 
stores) 
Pressure distribution data were obtained for the ba6iC model and for 
the model fitted with four faired rocket packets mounted on straight 
pylons. These tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 1.20, 1.30, and 
1.70 at a Reynolds number of 2.0 milLLion. Data were obtained through an 
angle-of-attack range of -3 o to +l2O at 2O increments for the basic model 
and 4O increments for tests of the model fitted with the rocket packets. 
A tabulation of the test conditions is presented in table II. 
Reduction of Data 
The test data have been reduced to standard NACA coefficient form 
based on the total projected wing area including the erea in the region 
formed by extending the leading and trailing edges to the plane of 
symmetry (fig. 1). FaCtOrB which could affect the accuracy of these 
results and the corrections applied are ~~BCUBB~~ in the following 
peragraphs. 
Angle of attack.- The determination of the actual angle of attack 
of the model under load required several corrections to be applied to the 
nominal angle. Corrections, determined from static load c&ibrationB, 
were applied for the angular deflection of the stfng and balance under 
aerodynamic load and for the angular movement due to structural clearance 
Yn the model support and balance. These correctipns amounted to from 
5 to 10 percent of the nominal angle, depending on the load. .a. 
Tunnel-wall interference . - Corrections to the data for the effects 
of the tunnel walls at subsonic speeds were made by the method of refer- 
ence 4. These corrections which were added to the data were 88 follows: 
Aa = 0.377 CL 
*CD = 0.0066 CL= 
The reflected bow wave did not intersect the model and so no tunnel-wall 
corrections were made for swersonic Mach numbers. 
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The effect of cmstriction of the flow at subsonic Speeds due to the c 
presence of the model was tBken into account by the method of reference 5. 
This correction was calculated for conditons of zero angle of attack and 
was applied through the angle-of-attack range. At a Mach number of * 
0.90, this correction amounted to a l-percent increase in Mach number and 
dynamic pressure over those values determined from calibrations of the 
wind tunnel without a model in place. 
Support interference.- Results of a wind-tunnel test of a BilUih?? 
model (reference 6) show that the effects of support interference con- 
sisted primarily of a change of pressure at the base of the model. In 
this test the base pressure w-as measured and corrections were applied to 
adjust the pressure at the base to free-stream static pre6sure.l The 
drag values are, therefore, forebody drag coefficients. 
Stream variations.- Tests were made at sUbsonic and supersonic speeds 
with the model in upright Bnd inverted attitudes. ReB~ta Of these teat6 
showed no measurable indications of stream angle or stream curvature in 
the horizontal plane of the wind tunnel. Stream surveys of the Ames 
6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel (reference 2) show some curvature in 
the vertical plane of the wind tunnel, but the results of a subsequent 
inVeStigatiOn (reference 7) indicate that this curvature has little effect 
on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the model when pitched 
in the horizontal plane. 
,. 
.- 
Internal duct drag.- The model was equipped with twin ducts through 
which air could flow. However, provisions were not made to vary the mass 
flow, so a study of the duct drag characteristics was not feasible in 
this investigation. The drag data presented-herein are for the complete 
model; that is, the drag due to flow through the dUCtB has not been Bub- 
tracted from the final drag coefficients. 
i 
F'reciBion of Data 
The accuracy of the teat results, excluding stream effects, is shown 
by the repeatability of the data. Examination of the results showed the 
data to repeat with the accuracy shown in the following table: 
IThe base area used in this investigation was the entire base area of 
the model less the duct exit area. 
NACARMA5ml 
Accuracy 
Quantity CL = 0 cL = 0.25 
CD +o.ooo4 +o.oao6 
CL k.0016 k.0018 
Cm f .0005 +.ooo5 
Cl +.coo6 f .ooog 
CP *a05 *.005 
M *.03 k.03 
R zk.03 x 10" f .03 x loa 
a *.1 *.15 
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The precisfon of the data presented herein is srrperior to that of 
the data in reference 1 because these data were obtained for a consecutive 
series of tests in the wind tunnel and the mounting of the model and 
balance was unchanged during this investigation. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Only the data pertinent to a study of the effects of external fuel. 
tanks and rocket packet6 on the drag characteristics of the model are 
diECUsSed in this report. All the force and moment data obtained from 
these tests, including lift and roll3ng-moment coefficients and lift- 
drag ratios, are presented in table III, however. In addition, experi- 
mental static pressure coefficients obtained at Mach numbers of 1.2@, 
1.30, end 1.70 for the basic model end for the model fitted with four 
rocket packets are presented in table IV. Comparison of the data from 
these pressure distribution tests gives an indication of the effects of 
the rocket-packet installation on the air loads experienced by the model. 
The effects of external stores on the drag characteristics of the 
model are presented in this report as the increments of drag coefficient 
incurred by the addition of external stores. Figure 5 presents the vari- 
ation of drag coefficient With lift coefficient for the basic model at 
Mach nUmberB of 0.60, 0.80, 0.96, 1.20, 1.35, 1.50, and 1.70. AB previ- 
ously mentioned, the drag coefficients presented in this report include 
the internal duct drag. The increments of drag coefficient for the vsri- 
OUB store installations investigated are shown in figure 6 B.B a function 
of Mach number for 0 and 0.25 lift coefficients. This figure shows that 
at SUbSOniC speeds the drag tiCXIEnt reSultin@; from the addition of four 
rocket packet6 Was SOmeWhat less when the packets were faired, but at 
supersonic speeds fairing the packets increaeed the drag. The drag incre- 
ments for two fuel tanks and four rocket packets, mounted in the aft 
chordwise location (unswept pylons), varied from approximately 30 percent 
of the drug of the basic model at a Mach number of 0.60 to 50 percent at 
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a Mach number of 0.90. For Mach numbers of 1.20 to 1.70 the drag incre- 
ment for these same external-store configurations Was approximately 
30 percent of the drag of the basic model. Results of tests of the model 
With the stores mounted in two chordwise locations showed that the change 
in chordwise location had no significant effect on the drag at SubSOniC 
speeds. At supersonic speeds, however, the drag increment resulting from 
the addition of two fuel tank6 and four rocket packets Was SOmeWhat 
smaller for the forward chordwise location (swept pylons). 
The maximum lift-drag ratios for all the configurations tested are 
Shown in figure 7 as a function of Mach number. These data are for the 
unbalanced model. - 
Results of this investigation show that the addition of external 
stores could appreciably affect the trim drag of the model. This effect 
is illustrated in figure 8 which BhOWB the variation of pitching-moment 
coefficient with lift coefficient for the basic model and for the model 
fitted with two external fuel tsnkB and four rocket packets. The magni- 
tude of the pitching-moment COeffiCient at zero lift for the basic model 
was quite small at all Mach numbers, but the model fitted with external 
Store6 shared a significant negative pitching moment at subsonic speeds 
and a positive pitching moment at supersonic Speeds. These pitching 
moments, associated with the installation of external stores on the model, 
significantly influence the deflection of the longitudinal control BUT- 
face required for a Bpecific flight condition. Thus it should be noted 
that the drag coefficients presented for this investigation are for the 
unbalanced model and that the total drag for the model balanced with a 
control device will include an additional drag increment or decrement 
due to the change in control setting required to counteract the aero- 
dynamic influence of the external store. Pitching-moment characteristics 
are shown for the model fitted with two fuel tanks and four rocket packets 
because they exhibit the most pronounced effects of external stores of 
all the configurations investigated. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are based on a wind-tunnel investigation 
of the effects of external fuel tanks and externally mounted rocket 
packets on the drag characteristics of a model of a tailless fighter 
airplane: 
1. The drag increase resulting from the addition of two external 
fuel tanks and four faired rocket packet6 varied from 30 percent of the 
drag of the basic model at 0.60 Mach number to 50 percent of the drag of 
the basic model at 0.90 Mach number. At Mach numbers of 1.20 to 1.70, 
this drag increment was approximately 30 percent of the drag of the basic 
model. 
i 
!X 
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2. The drag coefficient, at subsonic BpeedB, for the model fitted 
with four faired rocket packets was smaller than with four open rocket 
packets. At 6Lqersonic speeds the four faired packets produced greater 
drag increments than the open packets. 
3m The drag coefficients for the model fitted with two fuel tanks 
and four faired rocket packets were somewdt less, at supersonic speeds, 
with the outboard rocket packet6 and fuel tanks in a forward chordwise 
location. At SUbsOniC Speeds the chordwise location Caused no Bi@li- 
ficant effect on the drag characteristics. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLEi IV. - COI?Tm 
(c) Basic model, M = 1.7 
--w-m _____. 
4E& -.146 
-224 -: 
-.lsI .048 -.I& .l24 
-.17l -.l 
11_ 
I:z --kz 
-.ou 4339 -.op I:& 
-.cw -.032 -.olg .oJs 
42% -.chl -.oy3 -.cuz 
-.071 -.054 -.cAy -.co: 
:.;+ I.- - I.&j I.& ------ -.W -:Z :;$$z 2$ :g :g -2 
lulLI 
.w4 :033 .075 :lo3 :15a :I% 
.a?5 .c.sl Al2 -154 .wr -248 
:z : 
.ogg .lso .I.80 .*3 
.ogl .141 .Im .235 
-.035 -ml 
-9 
-.m -.la -.l?-r -.2Tg -.a? -m -.m 
-a52 -.a86 .og -Al2 -.lJE -.l68 -.2l7 -.#A m.276 m-300 
-------__--___-_-_____________ 
-syI -.cg6 -.103 -.ng -.la5 -.l@ -222 -.w -.2p -.a2 
-.u& -054 --C&Y -.ogl ~113 ~I.35 -.153 -.176 -.2qi m-232 
._-_--__-_--_-_-___-__________ 
I Anbde of attack I I Angle of attack 
lrifice 
No. 
x-- 
Orifice 
BO. 
34 
o" 80 8O 
-s-- 
9083 
--a55 
-.365 
-.316 
-m-e -s-w 
-.255 -.046 
-.22l -.I28 
c--- ---- 
-.Kl -.008 
-.133 -.037 
-.152 -.073 
-a5 -.034 
-.15l -.07g 
-.l@ -.ll3 
"-146 -Jr-( 
-.i?y? -.576 
-.220 -.557 
::;E -.g 
-.ZLO I:296 
::ri --z . 
-209 -.244 
-.060 A.2 
'-.166 .ol.l 
-.2'+7 -.04 
-.2l3 .OO7 
-.u.o ,056 
-.201 -A23 
~-38 -.E!l 
34A 
:z 
37 
38 
-485 -395 
A01 -3l.O 
:g -g 
-.034 -kg4 
-.yg -A26 
-106 ,091 
---- -mm- 
-04 -.013 
-I c-w- 
.ll4 ,193 
-.060 "-036 
--073 -.030 
-226 .234 
-003 .059 
-505 328 
.ol3 -.153 
-- --- 
-.141 "-250 
-034 -.060 
-082 .007 
-0% -.016 
.044 -.oj4 
.oy. -.035 
--mm m--w 
--mm VI- 
-.35 -.337 
::z -=$ 
-.155 ::osr 
224 ,244 
-.343 -.285 
-.236 -.164 -A42 .035 .li;s 
-.248 -.175 -.ogy -.mg -032 
-.356 -.333 -.2-i% -.2xl -.lg8 
.15g -.I23 -.4g7 -.704 -.745 
.OK -.@J -.506 -&u -.729 
.033 -.I.22 -.430 -.6& -.702 
.ow -.0g4 -.a2 ~560 -.673 
.016 -.u -.zz -.332 -A46 
-.064 -.155 -.255 -.a0 -.333 
-a35 -.l51 -.227 -Lag -a305 
-..o~ -.134 -.a3 -.W -.306 
--c- --- _"__ -I- --e- 
-.018 -.lj8 -.lg4 -.254 -.Z@' 
-a7 .065 .a56 ~34 .!x7 
---- ---,- ---- e-w --- 
1--m ---- --Cr "-"- --mm 
-.30-f -ag "-0% -164 .2gg 
-.367 -.243 -.020 .x1.6 .167 
-.177 -.108 o a5 -1% 
-.173 -.x26 -.04 .015 -071. 
-"-w -m-m -e-v "c- mm- 
-.13 -.103 -.02g .033 .oy 
-.185 -.lyi- -a33 -.005 -052 
.Kg -.168 -Alo -.753 -.753 
.002 -.246 -.m -.715 -.752 
-.01g -.2lo -.558 -.701 -.729 
-.og -.143 -.287 -.653 -.708 
r-030 -.13g "-272 -.58l -A68 
-.o61 -.lyj' --T/I -.!a8 -.64z 
-.I.05 -.203 ~313 -.475 ~635 
-.1p -.lg7 -.31 -.417 -.m 
---- 
-247 
-334 
-.2lO 
-201 
-.163 
-.x73 
-.l@ 
-.134 
-16; 
.oo~ 
-.oyf 
-.OC 
-.04C 
-.na 
::z 
-.lOS 
::g 
46; 
-.3Y 
"-251 
-.2y 
-.25s 
-.t%ioi 
-.147 
-14 
-107 
-068 
-086 
-065 
,101 
-.727 
-.729 
--709 
-.a2 
"A44 
-9579 
-362 
-:g 
-476 
-351 
-3.0 
:Zg 
i5 
76 
I 22 
913: 
-A41 
-.051 
-.oy 
-.067 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
2 
19 
!a 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2 
3 
8 
: 
E 
,017 
A04 
~ ,025 
-002 
I . 
, . I 
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(e) Model with rocket packets, M = 1.3 
An@acec 
-30 00 40 
m--m -mm- ___. 
.04-f .ol2 
-.093-.oM :% 
-a9 -.l& -.q 
-.@ -.eeo -.laE 
-.a08 -.o$ 5154 
"_"" "w-m cc-. 
-.c62 -.I.!% -.l‘p 
-.E6 .D23 .m 
-cm- c--- c-m 
--- ---- ---_ 
-.p14 -.172 -.oe: 
"-324 -.zpg -.170 
-.175 -.lJ.5 50% 
-.ln ~136 -.06-b 
-em- ---- --. 
-.I26 -.l3l -.o@ 
-.173 -.I.23 -.ogl 
.I@ -.oP -.a6 
.ooB -.093 -.3l4 
-.cuB -.093 -.l80 
-.042 -.M2 -.1-p 
-A95 -.142 -.2la 
-.ti -.lgl -2s 
tack 80 
-:g 
--mm 
.a8g 
.053 
.072 
.OPl 
-WC- 
-All, 
-.a17 
-.4a3 
3% 
1% 
-.3M 
-.3= 
-.Ypl 
T 
, . 
Augleofattack 
-30 00 40 80 
-- _-_ ---- _-- 
-.ogg -.l.Yj -.2lo -262 
-.0&l -.lLyi -.175 -.E6 
-- -- _-_- -..-e 
--- --- _- --- 
11% 7.g -. -. '.Qg .g  
---- -- - m-m 
-.2E5 -.1&I -.040 .o& 
-2l.n -.I.55 -.o@ .oy3 
-a9 -.1n -.034 .ol$ 
-.176 -.I24 -A43 -0% 
-.lfl -.Ly6 -a75 -.003 
-1% -Jf$ '.w$ --g 
-.& :&s ::&a If& 
-a.6 -.ti -.358 -my10 
.004 -.op9 -.m -A?% 
-.OK -.036 -246 -.4Q 
-.oefl -.lg -208 -$a 
-.174 -.2a -.2&z -.358 
-a73 -.2og -.zg -.fg 
-.140 -.lgl 423 -.2?f3 
-.227 -.cdby -174 ,337 
::g -.z -.z JY& 
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!C&LE IV.- CONCTAUDEX~ 
(f) Moael with rocket packets, M = 1.7 
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AMe : rockef puckef shown 
wifb open f&es 
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A k- -- -- 
2.04 ----I Lenter of pV?Y 
unless otbef wise nofed 
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/a) Oufbourd /ocufion. 
Figu..e 3 - Defuils of fhe rockef puckes m’th unswepf und swept py/ons. 
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F/pure 4. - Dimenubn/ sketch of the /OWW surfuce of the mou’ei 
with rocket puckefs insfdted, showing the pressure 
suf vey sfafibn. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of drag coefficient with lift coefficienf for the basic model. 
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Figure 6.- Vtvhfion of increment of hog coefficienf with Mcrcb number 
Qf 0 and 0.25 lift COeff/c/enf fOf the VQriOUS eXfernQ/ SfOre 
configurdions mounted on the mode/. 
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Figure ?.- Vurhtion of fhe muximum lift-drag rut/o wifh Mach 
number for the various’ external store configuraf/ons 
mounted on fhe mode/. 
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Figure &-va&fion of plfcbing-momenf coefficient with lift coeffici% for the btxic model and for 
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